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Complexes of polyelectrolytes and oppositely charged ionic surfactants
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Complex formation between a single polyelectrolyte chain and ionic surfactant molecules is studied
by computer simulation of a ‘‘primitive’’ electrolyte model with explicit charges. The surfactant
head carries a charge opposite to that of the polyelectrolyte. The neutral flexible tail is modeled by
tethered hard spheres. A molecular bottle-brush architecture of the resulting polyelectrolyte-
surfactant-complex is observed. The end-to-end distance of the polyelectrolyte is found to behave in
a nonmonotonic fashion for increasing Coulomb coupling: it first gets stretched and then the
stretching is reduced by self-assembling of surfactant molecules along the polyelectrolyte. The
end-to-end distance of the polyelectrolyte in the complex is more pronounced for long surfactant
tails. Upon addition of salt to the complex, ionic surfactant molecules condensed onto the
polyelectrolyte are replaced by salt microions which leads to a weakening of the complex and to
reduced end-to-end distance. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Solutions of polyelectrolyte chains and opposite
charged ionic surfactant molecules aggregate toward c
plexes due to their mutual Coulomb attraction. The result
complexes exhibit conformational, structural, and dynam
features which are much different from that of pure polyel
trolyte and pure surfactant solutions~for reviews see Refs. 1
and 2!. Therefore polyelectrolyte-surfactant mixtures ha
proven to provide the basis for new materials with extra
dinary properties that make them interesting for a wide ra
of applications.2,3 While there is an increasing number
experimental studies revealing a rich variety of differe
complex structures as a function of chemical nature of
polyelectrolyte, surfactant and solvent molecules,4–15 a sys-
tematic microscopic theoretical understanding to characte
and predict different complexes is still missing.

Even the self-assembly of asinglepolyelectrolyte chain
with ionic surfactants at low concentration with a full trea
ment of the long-ranged Coulomb interaction is far fro
being completely understood theoretically. Here one exp
complexes exhibiting a bottle-brush structure due to str
surfactant adsorption.3 Some previous theoretical approach
assume already from the very beginning a complete ads
tion of surfactant onto the polyelectrolytes for rigid16,17 and
flexible chains, see, e.g., Ref. 18, but within all these
proaches the complex structure is an input, not an out
Complex formation via a thermodynamic counterion cond
sation theory was recently put forward by Kuhn, Levin, a
co-workers including the effect of added surfactant.19–21This
promising theory was applied to rigid polyelectrolytes on
For semiflexible and flexible polymers, Diamant and And
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man have developed a phenomenological associa
theory.22,23 Their approach, however, does not include t
long range of the Coulomb interactions explicitly.

Much more work has been done in two special cas
First, if the ionic surfactant is replaced by a spherical cou
terion ~i.e., if the surfactant tail is completely absent!, com-
puter simulation studies24–26 and theories27,28 have shown a
polyelectrolyte swelling and a subsequent polyelectrol
collapse for increasing Coulomb coupling. This manife
itself in a nonmonotonic behavior of the polymer end-to-e
distanceR as a function of the Coulomb interaction streng
Second, if for complete association of ionic surfactant po
ization effects are neglected~i.e., if the dipole and any highe
multipole moments of the two associated charges is
glected!, another complementary special case is a neu
molecular bottle brush~or a ‘‘comb polymer’’!. The attach-
ment between the side chains and the backbone can be
vided by an end-functionalization of the side chains or
strong hydrogen bonds.29,30 In this case, the polyelectrolyte
configuration is getting more stretched with increasing d
sity of the side chains. A quantitative description, however
still under debate since different simple scalin
arguments31–33appear to predict different quantitative beha
ior for the sizes of the main and side chains depending on
model used and the limit that is considered.34

In the present paper we perform a computer simulat
study of complex formation between a single polyelectrol
and oppositely charged ionic surfactants. While there
simulations on polymer–surfactant complexation which n
glect the long-range nature of the Coulomb interaction35

our simulation is based on the ‘‘primitive’’ approach o
electrolytes36 with explicit microscopic charges on the poly
electrolyte and the surfactant heads. This traditional po
electrolyte simulation model with explicit charges has be
4 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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proven to be very useful in different contexts of polyelect
lyte conformations.24–26,37–41We supplemented this mode
by a tethered hard sphere description for the surfactant ta
similar counterion model was used by Rescic and Linse42 in
the context of spherical micelle complexation. As a res
complex formation toward a molecular bottle-brush archit
ture is observed due to the condensation of ionic surfac
on the polyelectrolyte backbone. The complex size, as c
acterized by the end-to-end distanceR of the polyelectrolyte
backbone, is calculated as a function of the relative Coulo
coupling, the tail length, and the concentration of added s
R turns out to be nonmonotonic as a function of the Coulo
coupling, but the Coulomb collapse with pu
counterions24–26is significantly blocked by the excluded vo
ume of the surfactant tails which leads to a more elonga
configuration. The efficiency of blocking the collapse is au
mented by increasing the surfactant tail length. Furtherm
addition of salt weakens the complex stretching, since c
densed ionic surfactant molecules along the polyelectro
are replaced by salt counterions.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we descr
our model in detail and we present details of the simulat
procedure in Sec. III. Results are given in Sec. IV and
conclude in Sec. V.

II. THE MODEL

In our ‘‘primitive’’ model the monomers of the polyelec
trolyte, the molecules of the surfactant head and tails and
microions from the added salt are treated explicitly and c
stitute all particles simulated while the discrete nature of
solvent is neglected. The latter only enters in the descrip
via its dielectric constante. The microscopic interaction
between the particles are a combination of excluded volu
and long-ranged Coulomb forces. In order to reduce
model parameter space, we model the excluded volum
any particles to be a hard sphere of the same diametes
which we choose to be our basic length scale. All const
ents are thus charged hard spheres. In the studies of
paper we only considered the case where all microsco
ions have the same charge6qe with e denoting the elemen
tary charge. This is the ‘‘minimal’’ model that explicitly
handles the counterions and may be used to describe stro
charged, flexible polyelectrolytes.37 It goes beyond the ana
lytical calculations that usually neglect the individual cha
acter of the counterions.43–46

Connectivity within the polyelectrolyte chain and th
surfactant molecules is modeled by freely jointed, tethe
hard sphere beads. Subsequent beads in the same cha
tethered. The maximal bond extension isb. Hence the mode
would be purely entropic~i.e., temperature-independent! if
all charges would be zero. In detail, the polyelectrolyte haN
charged monomers which are connected. Each surfac
molecule, on the other hand, consists ofn particles, namely
an oppositely charged head andn21 neutral tail molecules
all of which are linearly jointed together. The model of pol
electrolytes and surfactant molecules is schematically sh
in Fig. 1.

We use an adjacency matrixTi j to denote chain connec
tivity. For beadsi , j that are tetheredTi j 51 otherwiseTi j
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50. With qiP$61,0% denoting the charge numbers of beadi,
the reduced pair interaction between any two different be
i , j at central distancer is given by

1

kBT
Vi j ~r !5qiqj

lB

r
1VH~s2r !1Ti j VH~r 2b!. ~1!

Here, the Bjerrum lengthlB5q2e2/ekBT sets the length
scale where the Coulomb pair interaction is comparable
the thermal energykBT. Furthermore, the hard core an
tether interactions are represented by the one dimensi
hard wall potential

VH~x!5H 0 if x,0

` else
. ~2!

We note that in our notation the productTi j VH(r 2b) is de-
fined to be zero ifTi j is zero.

To summarize, our model has the following key para
eters: the numberN of charged monomers of the polyele
trolyte chain, the numbern21 of neutral beads of the sur
factant tails, the ratiolB /s which measures the relativ
strength of the Coulomb interaction and the salt concen
tion cs . In the following we shall explore the paramet
space by changingn, lB /s, andcs while keeping fixed the
particle hard-core diameters, the microion chargesqi , the
monomer numberN532, and the maximal tether lengthb
51.5s.

III. SIMULATION TECHNIQUE

We simulate the single polyelectrolyte chain ofN
charged beads in a finite cubic box of lengthL with periodic
boundary conditions and periodically replicated images
the charges. This produces a~small! polyelectrolyte charge
densityr5N/L350.001s23 which is kept fixed throughou
all simulations. The periodic images are taken into acco
by the Lekner sum method.47 We performed standard Mont
Carlo ~MC! simulations with Metropolis rates determined b
the interactions given by Eq.~1!.

The relaxation of the system, especially in the fully a
sembled bottle brush configurations is very slow. This is a
known from simulations of conventional bottle brus
molecules.34 To ensure sufficient relaxation we performe
;6.53106 attempted MC moves per particle at each st
point for n55,10, and;2.5•106 attempted MC moves pe
particle forn51. The acceptance ratio is roughly 0.8.

To ensure global charge neutrality, we performed sim
lations for a system of a single polyelectrolyte chain toget

FIG. 1. Model of the polyelectrolyte–surfactant system with salt io
Charges are indicated by ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘-’’ signs.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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with N532 oppositely charged surfactant molecules. T
casen51 of no tail beads at all serves as a natural refere
for pure counterions. Such a situation was already studie
Ref. 37 for different Bjerrum lengths. Please note, howev
that chain connectivity was modeled differently in Ref.
via a finite extension potential. In order to see the influen
of the surfactant tail, we have further studied the casen
55,10. In the case of added salt, we putNs additional 1:1
salt pairs into the simulation box. Thereby a relative s
concentration ofcs5Ns /N can be defined. Finally, the targe
quantity of our study is the end-to-end-distanceR which is
defined via

R25^~R12RN!2&, ~3!

where^•••& denotes a statistical average andR1 andRN are
the actual positions of the two end-monomers of the po
electrolyte.

IV. RESULTS

A. Salt-free case

Let us first discuss the case of no added salt. As a re
ence situation, we have first considered the absence of
surfactant tail, i.e.,n51. The averaged square end-to-e
distanceR2 of the polyelectrolyte chain, as obtained by
mean-square of the different configurations, is plotted a
function of reduced Coulomb couplinglB /s in Fig. 2. Here
we can confirm the collapse scenario found in oth
simulations24–26 and analytical treatments.48 Starting with a
swollen chain at zero Bjerrum lengthlB its configuration
first stretches with increasinglB reaching a maximally
stretched state nearlB /s51 while upon further increase o
lB the chain recollapses due to the attraction induced by
counterions. For zero Bjerrum length, there are no charge
the system and everything is governed by excluded volu
hence the chain behaves like a polymer coil with end-e
distance R;N0.588. For increasinglB /s, the monomer
charges along the polyelectrolyte repel each other since
counterion screening is not very efficient. This leads to
stretched configuration. When the Bjerrum length is of
order of the monomer diameters, the chain is maximally
stretched. We note that although in our tethered bead m
the bond length may vary betweens and 1.5s, it turns out to

FIG. 2. The mean squared end-to-end distanceR2 as a function of the
Bjerrum lengthlB for n51, 5, and 10 monomer surfactants. The statisti
uncertainty is indicated by an error bar.
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be very stable under variation of the Coulomb interactio
For all the range oflB studied the bond length measur
(1.360.05)s—see also numbers given in the following fo
the contour length.

As lB is increased further, the counterions start to co
densate near the polyelectrolyte chain. Then, the charges
effectively neutralized, and attractive polarization fluctu
tions respectively, correlations induce a chain collapse s
that the polyelectrolyte retains a coil-like shape. For largelB

this counterion induced collapsed state of the chain is ge
ally found to be more compact than the swollen chain at z
Bjerrum length. In the range oflB values treated here, thi
effect is not yet seen.

We now add neutral tail monomers to the charged co
terions to form model ionic surfactant moleculesn
55,10). The results are also shown in Fig. 2. While t
addition of a neutral surfactant tail does not affect much
initial stretching in the range 0,lB /s,1, the subsequen
collapse is strongly reduced. The longer the surfactant
the stronger the effect of stretching. Even in the regi
where the counterionic surfactants condense near the p
electrolyte chain the configuration remains stretched. T
effect is due to the excluded volume interaction of the neu
tails and is analogous to the stretching of densely gra
comb polymers.49 Consequently the Coulomb couplin
whereR gets maximal is shifted toward much larger value
This is strongly pronounced for long tails (n510) where the
shift is about a factor of 4.

Snapshots of typical configurations of the complex a
summarized in Figs. 3 and 4. The particle coordinates
projected onto a plane containing the end-to-end dista
vector. Clearly a bottle-brush architecture due to stron
adsorbed surfactant heads is visible. The nonmonotonicit
R as a function oflB /s can also be seen from the snapsho

To gain more insight about the structure of the comp
we have measured the cross pair correlationg(r ) for the
polyelectrolyte monomers and the tail end monomers of
surfactant. Herer is the minimal distance from an outermo
tail molecule to any polyelectrolyte monomer. The resu
shown in Fig. 5 are compatible with a bottle brush structu
for the polyelectrolyte surfactant complex: The tail e
monomers are found most probably at distancer 55s and
r 510s from the polyelectrolyte chain when the surfacta
molecules haven55 andn510 monomers. Another quan
tity of interest is the contour lengthL of the polyelectrolyte
given by the sum of the bond lengths. Our observation is t
this quantity is very stable under all changes of the para
eters varied in our simulation. Increasing the Bjerrum len
in the rangelB50 – 8s we find a corresponding increas
from L539.9s to L541.7s, a change that is within the
statistical uncertainty. This is also the reason why measu
the persistence lengthLp does not give additional informa
tion as for a worm-like chain it is related to the end-e
distanceR and the contour lengthL by50

R252LLp22Lp
2~12exp~2L/Lp!!. ~4!

l
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B. Influence of added salt

The influence of added salt concentrationcs on the end-
to-end distanceR is shown in Fig. 6. The surfactant mo
ecules in the complex are replaced in favor of salt ions. T
is driven by entropy of mixing and corresponds to a chem
equilibrium. The replacement is therefore increasing with
creasing salt concentration. This destroys the structure o
complex as seen from the reduction in the end-to-end
tance of the polyelectrolyte. When the system is flooded w
salt, almost all adsorbed ionic surfactants are replaced
counterions and form Bjerrum pairs with the salt co-ions
the solution. We remark that there is a fundamental diff
ence between a salt-free complex and the situation of ad
salt in the limit of very small polyelectrolyte concentratio
in the former case the complex will dissolve toward
stretched polyelectrolyte chain with dissolved ionic surfa
tant molecules experiencing their translational entropy wh
at finite salt concentration the structure of the complex w
stay stable. For then51 reference system with simple cou
terions the influence of salt is minimal, the deviations see
our simulation remain within the statistical uncertainty. In

FIG. 3. Polyelectrolyte~PE!–surfactant configurations for a 5-monomer su
factant and a 32-monomer PE in the salt free situation at~a! lB50, ~b!
lB54s, ~c! lB58s. Surfactant molecules are shown only if the distan
of their charged bead to the PE chain is less than 8s.
Downloaded 19 Feb 2009 to 134.99.64.131. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cases there was no significant change of the contour lengL
with salt concentration.

Simulation snapshots for the situation with added salt
presented in Figs. 7 and 8. Clearly the reduction of
stretching due to replacement of salt counterions along
polyelectrolyte chain can be seen.

FIG. 4. Polyelectrolyte~PE!–surfactant configurations for a 10-monom
surfactant and a 32-monomer PE in the salt free situation at~a! lB50, ~b!
lB54s, ~c! lB58s. Surfactant molecules are shown only if the distan
of their charged bead to the PE chain is less than 8s.

FIG. 5. The pair correlation functiong(r ) for pairs of a polyelectrolyte
monomer and a surfactant tail monomer at Bjerrum lengthlB58s. The
functions are scaled to a maximum value of 1. The maximal number of
ends is found atr 56s from the polyelectrolyte backbone in the case ofn
55 monomer surfactants. Forn510 this most probable distance isr
59s.
 license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have studied the complex formati
between a single polyelectrolyte and oppositely char
ionic surfactants together with added salt. The end-to-
distance of the polyelectrolyte in the resulting bottle bru
complexes exhibits a nonmonotonic variation with incre
ing Coulomb interaction strength. This reflects the kno
collapse as induced by counterions. The excluded volum
the flexible chain, however, efficiently blocks the collaps
Additional salt counterions may replace adsorbed ionic s
factant molecules and thus reduce the chain elongation.

FIG. 7. Polyelectrolyte~PE!–surfactant configurations for a 5-monomer su
factant and a 32-monomer PE for relative salt concentrations~a! cs50.25
and~b! cs51, both atlB58s. Surfactant molecules and salt ions are sho
only if the distance of their charged bead to the PE chain is less thans.

FIG. 6. The mean squared end-to-end distanceR2 for Bjerrum lengthlB

58s as a function of the relative salt concentrationcs for n51,5 andn
510 monomer surfactants. The statistical uncertainty is indicated by
error bar.
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results can in principle by verified in experiments by syste
atically varying the surfactant tail length~of e.g., hydrocar-
bon chains! and the surfactant/polyelectrolyte charge and
the dielectric permittivity of the solvent.

Our model can be extended into several directions wh
will be interesting in future studies. First it would be inte
esting to study high valency salt ions resulting in high Co
lomb coupling. Then overcharging effects of the polyelect
lyte are expected.51 Second, the model can be made mo
realistic by taking empirical force fields and explicit solve
molecules.52 An explicit solvent, however, will slow down
the simulation time significantly.53 Since the interaction is
dominated by the Coulomb forces, we expect that at le
qualitatively the complex formation will exhibit simila
trends as a function of Coulomb coupling and salt conc
tration.

Another challenging extension of our model is to hig
surfactant and/or finite polyelectrolyte concentrations. If t
concentration of ionic surfactant~together with counterions!
exceeds the critical micelle concentration, a single polyel
trolyte chain may self-assemble with the charged spher
micelles into complexes. For a single micelle modeled a
charged sphere, many recent studies have revealed diffe
topologies of the defect depending on the cha
stiffness.54–69As known from neutral systems, necklace fo
mation along the polyelectrolyte is also conceivable. On
other hand, for high polyelectrolyte concentrations, a s
assembly into lamellar sheets of alternating charged shee
polyelectrolytes and surfactants70 is possible and it would be

FIG. 8. Polyelectrolyte~PE!–surfactant configurations for a 10-monom
surfactant and a 32-monomer PE for relative salt concentrations~a! cs

50.25 and~b! cs51, both atlB58s. Surfactant molecules and salt ion
are shown only if the distance of their charged bead to the PE chain is
than 8s.
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very interesting to explore details of this self-aggregat
phenomenon by computer simulation.
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